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Abstract
We provide an algorithmic method for constructing projective resolutions of modules over quotients of
path algebras. This algorithm is modified to construct minimal projective resolutions of linear modules over
Koszul algebras.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Projective resolutions play an important role in homological algebra. The existence of
algorithmic methods has led to programs that construct projective resolutions of modules.
For commutative rings we mention the CoCoa System, Fauge`re’s GB, Macaulay2, and
Singular (CoCoATeam, 2006; Fauge`re and Fauge`re’s, 2005; Grayson and Stillman, 2005;
Greuel et al., 2006b). On the other hand, for noncommutative rings there are few
general packages. The most general packages are: For group algebras there are programs
written for MAGMA by Jon Carlson (Computational Algebra Group, 2007). The program
Bergman (Backelin et al., 2006) provides projective resolutions for quotients of free
algebras by homogeneous ideals, and the program GRB (Green, 1990) provides minimal
projective resolutions for finite dimensional modules over finite dimensional quotients of path
algebras. For more restricted settings we have the following packages: Macaulay2 (Grayson
and Stillman, 2005) also provides projective resolutions for exterior and Weyl algebras.
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Singular (Greuel et al., 2006b) and Plural (Greuel et al., 2006a) can also construct free
resolutions over algebras with PBW-like bases. The program kan/sm1 (Takayama, 2003)
provides syzygies for Weyl and shift algebras. The package FELIX (Apel and Klaus,
1998) can produce projective resolutions for GR-algebras. The experimental package MAS
(Kredel and Pesch, 1996) provides syzygies for polynomial rings of solvable type.
The goal of this paper is to provide an algorithmic method that constructs projective
resolutions of modules over quotients of path algebras. We also modify this algorithm to
construct minimal linear projective resolutions of linear modules over a Koszul algebra in
the last section. The construction uses both the theory of projective resolutions presented in
Green et al. (2001) and the theory of Gro¨bner bases for path algebras (Green, 1999). Furthermore,
the algorithm is a generalization of the one in the commutative case due to Logar (1987,
Proposition 3.2) (see also Mora (2005)).
Before giving a brief summary of needed background material in the next section, we provide
an overview of the results of the paper. To this end we recall the definition of a path algebra,
with a fuller explanation given in the next section. Let k be a field and let Q be a finite quiver;
that is, a finite directed graph. The path algebra, kQ, has a k-basis consisting of all the finite
directed paths in Q, and multiplication is induced by concatenation of paths. For the remainder
of this paper let R = kQ denote a path algebra. In Section 3, we present our main step in the
construction of a projective resolution of a module over a quotient of a path algebra and then
in Section 4, we show how to get a resolution using the main step. One of the more interesting
theoretical results is that if I has a finite Gro¨bner basis, and M is a right R/I -module which is
finitely presented as an R-module, then the construction yields a projective R/I -resolution of M
such that each projective occurring in the resolution is finitely generated (even though R/I need
not be noetherian). A discussion of the algorithmic aspects of the construction of the resolution
follows in the next section. The final section applies a modified version of our construction to give
an algorithmic method for constructing minimal linear projective resolutions of linear modules
over Koszul algebras. Applications of this algorithm can be found in Buchweitz et al. (2005a,b).
2. Preliminaries
The main object of study in this paper is the construction of projective resolutions of modules
over quotients of path algebras. In this section we recall notions and results on path algebras,
Gro¨bner basis theory for path algebras (Green, 1999) and projective resolutions of modules over
quotients of these as presented in Green et al. (2001).
Let k be a field and let Q be a finite quiver. We denote the vertex set of Q by Q0, the arrow set
by Q1 and let B denote the set of finite directed paths in Q. The path algebra, kQ, as a k-vector
space, has basis B. Note that we view the vertices of Q as paths of length 0. If p, q ∈ B, then
we define p · q = (pq) if the terminus vertex of p = the origin vertex of q and 0 otherwise. If Q
has a single vertex and n arrows (loops), then kQ is isomorphic to the free associative algebra on
n noncommuting variables. Hence the class of algebras that we study include quotients of free
algebras. We refer the reader to Auslander et al. (1995) for a fuller description of path algebras
and their properties.
Beginning our background information, we summarize the theory of projective resolutions
presented in Green et al. (2001). Let I be an ideal in R = kQ and Λ = R/I . We denote the
ideal in R generated by the arrows of Q by J . Throughout we assume that I ⊆ J 2. Let X be
an R-R-bimodule (respectively a left R-module, a right R-module) and x in X . Then we say
that a nonzero element x is uniform (respectively left uniform, right uniform) if there exist u and
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v (respectively u in Q0, v in Q0) in Q0 such that x = uxv (respectively x = ux , x = xv).
Note that if Q has a single vertex then every nonzero x in X is uniform (resp., left uniform, right
uniform).
If X is a right kQ-module and x is in X , then x denotes the natural residue class of x in X/X I .
Suppose that M is a finitely generated right Λ-module. Then, as shown in Green et al. (2001),
there exist tn and un in {0, 1, 2, . . . } ∪∞ with u0 = 0, { f ni }i∈Tn=[1,...,tn ], and { f ni ′}i∈Un=[1,...,un ]
such that
(i) Each f 0i is a right uniform element of R for all i ∈ T0.
(ii) Each f ni is in q j∈Tn−1 f n−1j R and is a right uniform element for all i ∈ Tn and all n ≥ 1.
(iii) Each f ni
′ is in q j∈Tn−1 f n−1j I and is a right uniform element for all i ∈ Un and all n ≥ 1.
(iv) For each n ≥ 2,
(qi∈Tn−1 f n−1i R) ∩ (qi∈Tn−2 f n−2i I ) = (qi∈Tn f ni R)q (qi∈Un f ni ′R).
The next result explains how the above elements give rise to a projective Λ-resolution of M .
For this we need some notation. Let f1, . . . , fm be right uniform elements of R and v1, . . . , vm
vertices such that fivi = fi for i = 1, . . . ,m. For i = 1, . . . ,m, let εi = (εi1, . . . , εim) in
qmi=1 fi R be defined by εi j = 0 for i 6= j and εi i = fi . Let εi in qmi=1 fi R/qmi=1 fi I be defined
in a similar fashion.
Theorem 1 (Green et al., 2001). Let M be a finitely generated rightΛ-module and suppose that,
for n ≥ 0, tn and un are in {0, 1, 2, . . . } ∪ ∞, and { f ni }i∈Tn=[1,...,tn ], and { f ni ′}i∈Un=[1,...,un ] are
chosen satisfying (i)–(iv) above. We have that f ni =
∑
j∈Tn−1 f
n−1
j h
n−1,n
j,i , for some right uniform
elements hn−1,nj,i in R. Let Ln = (qi∈Tn f ni R/ qi∈Tn f ni I ), and en+1 : Ln+1 −→ Ln be given by
f nj h
n,n+1
j,i in the j-th component of e
n+1(εi ). Then
· · · en+1−−→ Ln en−→ Ln−1 en−1−−→ · · · e1−→ L0 −→ M −→ 0
is a projective Λ-resolution of M.
A more precise statement of the goal of this paper is to show how to algorithmically construct
the tn’s, the un’s, the f ni ’s, and the f
n
i
′’s. For this we need the theory of noncommutative Gro¨bner
bases in path algebras and we review this theory. For more complete details we refer the reader
to Green (1999).
First we need to order the basis B of paths in Q. We say that > is an admissible order on B if
the following properties hold.
(1) The order > is a well-order.
(2) If p, q ∈ B with p > q then for all r ∈ B, pr > qr if both pr and qr are nonzero.
(3) If p, q ∈ B with p > q then for all r ∈ B, rp > rq if both rp and rq are nonzero.
(4) If p = qr with p, q , and r paths in B then p ≥ q and p ≥ r .
There are many admissible orders. For example, we arbitrarily order the set of vertices of Q,
and we arbitrarily order the set of arrows of Q. Set each vertex smaller that any arrow. If p and
q are paths of length at least 1, then p > q if the length of p is greater than the length of q, or,
the lengths are equal and p = a1a2 · · · an and q = b1b2 · · · bn with the ai ’s and bi ’s arrows, then
there is some i such that a j = b j if j < i and ai > bi . For the remainder of this section, let >
be an admissible order on B.
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If x =∑ni=1 αi pi ∈ kQ with αi nonzero elements of k and pi distinct paths, then tip(x) = pi
if pi ≥ p j for j = 1, . . . , n. If X ⊆ kQ then tip(X) = {tip(x) | x ∈ X \ {0}}. We say a subset G
of I is a Gro¨bner basis of I (with respect to >) if the ideal generated by tip(G) equals the ideal
generated by tip(I ).
There is an extension of Buchberger’s algorithm that allows one to construct Gro¨bner bases
for ideals. A word of caution is needed here, in that, in general, even if I is finitely generated
there may not be a finite Gro¨bner basis for I . But the “algorithm” sequentially constructs
sets G1,G2, . . . so that ∪iGi is a Gro¨bner basis and if there is a finite Gro¨bner basis then the
“algorithm” terminates in a finite number of steps.
We provide a small example of a Gro¨bner basis in our setting, which we refer to later in the
paper.
Example 2. Let Q be the quiver
v2 b
((PP
PPP
P
v1
a 66nnnnnn
c ((PP
PPP
P v4
e // v5
v3 d
66nnnnnn
Let I be the ideal generated by ab − cd and be in kQ. Choose >1 to be the admissible order
described earlier with v5 < v4 < v3 < v2 < v1 < e < d < c < b < a. The algorithm described
in Green (1999) yields the Gro¨bner basis G = {ab − cd, be, cde}.
If we change the order >1 to >2, where v5 < · · · < v1 < a < b < c < d < e, then one may
check that the Gro¨bner basis now is G = {cd − ab, be} (since tip(cd − ab) = cd).
We need the concept of a tip-reduced set of uniform elements of R. If p and q are paths, we
say p divides q, denoted as p | q (respectively, p left divides q denoted p |l q, and p right
divides q, denoted p |r q) if q = rps for some paths r and s (resp., if q = ps for some path
s, and q = rp for some path r ). We say a set of nonzero elements X in R is tip-reduced if, for
x, y ∈ X , tip(x) | tip(y) implies x = y. Since > is a well-order on B, we have the following
result.
Proposition 3 (Green, 2000, 1999). If X is a finite set of uniform elements of R, there is a finite
algorithm to produce a tip-reduced set of uniform elements Y of R such that the ideal generated
by X equals the ideal generated by Y .
To extend this concept to right projective R-modules, we must extend the notion of a tip.
Let I be an index set and, for each i , let vi ∈ Q0. Consider the right projective R-module
P = qi∈Ivi R. Let C be the set of all elements of P of the form x = (xi )i∈I such that, for all but
one i , xi = 0, and, in that one coordinate, xi is a path (with origin vertex vi ). Then C is a k-basis
of P . We now define a well-order >P on C. First let >I be a well-order on I. If x = (xi ) and
y = (yi ) are elements of C, then x >P y if the nonzero path occurring in x is greater than the
nonzero path occurring in y (using the admissible order> on B), or, if these paths are equal, then
the coordinate at which the nonzero entry occurs in x is greater than the coordinate at which the
nonzero entry occurs in y (using >I ). The reader may verify that >P is a well-order on C. The
order >P is dependent on the choice of >I but in the remainder of this paper, for each set I, we
fix some well-order >I .
Keeping the notation of the previous paragraph, if w = (wi ) is a nonzero right uniform
element of P , we let tip(w) be the element of C such that the nonzero element of tip(w) is p in
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coordinate i∗ where (i) tip(wi∗) = p, (ii) if w j 6= 0 then p ≥ tip(w j ), and (iii) i∗ ≥I j for all j
such that tip(w j ) = p. We call p the tip path of w and denote it by tippath(w), and we call i∗ the
tip coordinate of w and denote it by tipcoord(w). Letting εi = (εi j ) be in P with εi j = δi jvi , we
see that tip(w) = εi∗ p, where p = tippath(w) and i∗ = tipcoord(w). The proof of the following
result is left to the reader after noting that if x ∈ P and p ∈ B such that tip(x)p 6= 0, then
tip(xp) = tip(x)p, tippath(xp) = tippath(x)p, and tipcoord(xp) = tipcoord(x).
Proposition 4. Keeping the above notation, suppose x and y are right uniform elements of P
and p ∈ B. Then tip(x) >P tip(y) implies tip(xp) >P tip(yp), if both tip(x)p and tip(y)p are
nonzero.
If x, y ∈ C, then we say x left divides y, written as x |l y, if there is some path p such that
xp = y. Note that x |l y if and only if tippath(x) |l tippath(y) and tipcoord(x) = tipcoord(y).
We say a set of right uniform nonzero elements X of P is right tip-reduced if, for each x, y ∈ X ,
tip(x) |l tip(y) implies x = y.
Proposition 5 (Green, 2000, 1999). Let P = qi∈Ivi R be as above. If X is a set of right uniform
elements of P, then there is a right tip-reduced subset Y of P of right uniform elements such that
the submodule of P generated by X equals the submodule generated by Y . Moreover, if X is a
finite set, then there is a finite algorithm for producing such a Y with Y finite.
Proof. We include this proof for completeness. Let A be the submodule generated by X , and set
T = {tip(a) | a ∈ A \ {0}}. Let T ∗ = {t ∈ T | if t ′ |l t and t ′ ∈ T then t = t ′}. For each t in T ∗
choose a right uniform yt in A such that tip(yt ) = t . Setting Y = {yt | t ∈ T ∗}, we see that Y is
a right tip-reduced set. Let B denote the submodule of P generated by Y . We claim that A = B.
Clearly B ⊆ A. Suppose that A 6⊆ B, and let a in A \ B such that tip(a) is minimal for tip(a′) for
a′ in A \ B. Without loss of generality we may suppose that a is a right uniform element, since
a = ∑v∈Q0 av. Then, by definition of T ∗, there is some t in T ∗ such that tip(t) |l tip(a). Then
there is some path p and c in k such that a − cyt p has a smaller tip than a. But then a − cyt p is
in B. Since cyt p is in B, we have a contradiction.
Now suppose that X is a finite set of right uniform elements in P . Consider the following
process.
While X is not tip-reduced,
Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}. Suppose tip(xi ) |l tip(x j ) for some i 6= j . We let X1 =
{x1, . . . , x j−1, x ′j , x j+1, . . . , xn}, where x ′j = x j − cxi p for some c in k and p in B
such that tip(x ′j ) < tip(x j ). We see that the right submodule of P generated by X1
is equal to A. Replace X by X1.
Output: X .
This process has to stop in a finite number of steps, since >P is a well-order. This completes the
proof. 
The importance of a generating set being right tip-reduced is demonstrated by the following
result.
Proposition 6 (Green, 2000). Let P ′ be a submodule of a projective right R-module P =
qi∈Ivi R, where I is an index set and vi is in Q0 for all i . If { f j } j∈J is a right tip-reduced
generating set for P ′ consisting of right uniform elements, then P ′ = q j∈J f j R.
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We provide a small example to clarify some of the ideas presented above.
Example 7. Let Q be the quiver
v1
a
!!b // v2
d
aa c
oo
with admissible order > on B defined earlier with v1 < v2 < a < b < c < d. Let
P = v1R q v1R q v2R q v2R with order >P induced by > and (v1, 0, 0, 0) > (0, v1, 0, 0) >
(0, 0, v2, 0) > (0, 0, 0, v2). Let X = { f1, f2, f3} in P , where f1 = (ac, bcac + acac, 0, cac),
f2 = (v1, bc + ac, d, 0) and f3 = (a, b, da + cb, da). We right tip-reduce X . We see that
tip( f1) = (0, bcac, 0, 0), tip( f2) = (0, bc, 0, 0) and tip( f3) = (0, 0, da, 0). Since tip( f2) |l
tip( f1), we replace f1 by f ′1 = f1− f2ac = (0, 0,−dac, cac). Then tip( f ′1) = (0, 0, dac, 0) and
we see that tip( f3) |l tip( f ′1). Hence we replace f ′1 by f ′′1 = f ′1+ f3c = (ac, bc, abc, dac+cac).
Then tip( f ′′1 ) = (0, 0, 0, dac). Hence the set X∗ = { f ′′1 , f2, f3} is right tip-reduced and we have
that (i) X and X∗ generated the same submodule, say P ′ of P and (ii) P ′ = f ′′1 R q f2R q f3R.
We note that, given a subset X ofqi∈Ivi R, there is no unique right tip-reduced X ′ generating
the same submodule as X .
We need one final definition. Suppose p and q are paths. We say q and p overlap or q overlaps
p if there exist paths r and s such that pr = sq . We allow s to be a vertex, but require that 1 ≤
length of r < length of q . An overlap relation may be illustrated in the following way:

p
oo s //
 q 
oo
r
//
3. The main step
In this section we present the main step of our construction of a projective resolution of a
module over a quotient, Λ, of a path algebra. Beginning with a presentation of a Λ-module over
the path algebra, we show how to find a presentation, over the path algebra, of the first syzygy of
the module over Λ. This gives rise to an inductive algorithm for finding a projective resolution of
a module over Λ described in the next section.
Let I be an ideal in a path algebra R = kQ, let Λ = R/I , and let G = {g2i }i∈I be a uniform,
tip-reduced Gro¨bner basis for the ideal I with respect to some admissible order >.
Let M be a right Λ-module. By Green (2000), there exists an R-presentation of M of the form
0→ (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) H
1−→ qi∈T0 f 0i R pi−→ M → 0,
where
(i) H1 is an inclusion,
(ii) f 0i ’s, f
1
i ’s and f
1
i
′
’s are right uniform,
(iii) f 1j
′
is in q f 0i I , for all j in U1,
(iv) the set { f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is right tip-reduced.
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Our goal is to construct sets { f 2i }i∈T2 and { f 2i ′}i∈U2 such that { f 2i }i∈T2 ∪ { f 2i ′}i∈U2 is a right
uniform and right tip-reduced set in q f 1i R, the set { f 2i ′}i∈U2 is in q f 1i I , and
0→ (qi∈T2 f 2i R)q (q j∈U2 f 2j ′R) H
2−→ qi∈T1 f 1i R→ Ω1Λ(M)→ 0
is an exact sequence of right R-modules, where H2 is an inclusion map and Ω1Λ(M) is the kernel
of qi∈T0 f 0i R/qi∈T0 f 0i I → M .
Recall from Green et al. (2001) that we want to construct the f 2i ’s and the f
2
i
′
’s so that
(qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ) = (qi∈T2 f 2i R)q (q j∈U2 f 2j
′
R).
This equality can be seen from the following short exact sequence of right R-modules:
0→ (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I )→qi∈T1 f 1i R→ Ω1Λ(M)→ 0.
The existence of this exact sequence is obtained by considering the exact sequence of right
R-modules given by the left hand column of the following commutative exact diagram:
0

0

qi∈T0 f 0i I

qi∈T0 f 0i I

0 // (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) //

qi∈T0 f 0i R pi //

M // 0
0 // Ω1Λ(M)
//

qi∈T0 f 0i R/qi∈T0 f 0i I //

M // 0
0 0
To construct the f 2i ’s, we need some preliminary definitions. Let p be a path in Q of length
at least 1. We define X (p) to be the set of paths q that satisfy the following conditions:
(1) p |l q and p 6= q .
(2) There is some g2i ∈ G such that tip(g2i ) |r q .
(3) If q = q ′s and q ′ satisfies (1) and (2), then s is a vertex.
The following figures illustrate (1) and (2) in the definition of X (p):

p
 ________

tip(g2i ) 
or 
p
 __________

tip(g2i ) 
or 
p
 _______________

tip(g2i ) 
where q is the path indicated by the dashed lines.
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If q ∈ X (p) and q = q ′ tip(g2i ), call g2i the end relation of q. We break X (p) into two disjoint
sets. Let
O(p) = {q ∈ X (p) | the tip of the end relation of q and p overlap}
and
N (p) = X (p) \ O(p).
Elements q in O(p) can be described using the following diagram:

p
 __________

tip(g2i ) 
 z 
where z is a path of length at least 1 (in particular we allow z = p). Again, q is the path indicated
by the dashed line. Elements q in N (p) are illustrated by the following diagram:

p
 _______________
 z  
tip(g2i ) 
where z is a path of length at least 0.
We can now define T2, the index set for the f 2i ’s, and U2, the index set for the f
2
i
′
’s. Let T2 =
{(i, q) | i ∈ T1 and q ∈ O(tippath( f 1i ))} and U2 = {(i, q) | i ∈ T1 and q ∈ N (tippath( f 1i ))}.
We remark here that T2 and U2 are countable sets, since T1 and B are countable sets. To define
the f 2s ’s, suppose that s = (i, q) ∈ T2 and that tipcoord( f 1i ) = i∗. From the definition of T2, we
see that q = tippath( f 1i )p = q ′ tip(g2j ) for some paths p and q ′ and g2j ∈ G is the end relation
of q . Consider f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j , where εi∗ is defined as in Section 2 and c = coefficient of tip( f
1
i )
coefficient of tip(g2j )
in k. We see that f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j is right uniform. Note that εi∗cq ′g2j is in ql∈T0 f 0l R and has
only one nonzero component, namely cq ′g2j in the same component as tipcoord( f 1i ). Clearly
pi( f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j ) = 0, so that f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j is in (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R). Hence,
f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j =
∑
j∈T1
f 1j r j +
∑
j∈U1
f 1j
′
s j
for some r j and s j in R. By the unicity of the sums, there is a vertex v such that f 1i pv = f 1i p,
εi∗cq ′g2jv = εi∗cq ′g2j , f 1l rlv = f 1l rl for all l in T1 and f 1l ′slv = f 1l ′sl for all l in U1. Since
{ f 1l }l∈T1 ∪ { f 1l ′}l∈U1 is a right tip-reduced right Gro¨bner basis for (ql∈T1 f 1l R) q (ql∈U1 f 1l ′R)
and since tip( f 1i p − εicq ′g2j ) < tip( f 1i p), we see that tip( f 1i p) > tip( f 1j r j ) for all j ∈ T1. Let
f 2s = f 1i p −
∑
j∈T1 f
1
j r j . Then, since εi∗cq
′g2j and each f 1j
′
is in qu∈T0 f 0u I , the element f 2s is
in (q j∈T1 f 1j R)∩ (qu∈T0 f 0u I ). Moreover, we see that f 2s is right uniform. Thus, for each s in T2,
we have constructed an f 2s . Note that tip( f
2
s ) = tip( f 1i )p.
We now construct the f 2l
′
’s. Let s = (i, q) ∈ U2. From the definition of U2, there is a
path z and a g2j ∈ G such that q = tippath( f 1i )z tip(g2j ). Define f 2s ′ = f 1i zg2j . We have
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that each f 2s
′
is in q j∈T1 f 1j I . It is clear that f 2s ′ ∈ (qi∈T1 f 1i R) q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) and that
tip( f 2s
′
) = tip( f 1i )z tip(g2j ).
The next result proves the main properties of the f 2i ’s and the f
2
i
′
’s.
Theorem 8.
(qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ) = (qi∈T2 f 2i R)q (qi∈U2 f 2i
′
R)
and
{ f 2i }i∈T2 ∪ { f 2i ′}i∈U2
is right uniform and right tip-reduced and hence a right uniform and right tip-reduced right
Gro¨bner basis for (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ). Furthermore, each f 2s ′ is in q j∈T1 f 1j I .
Proof. We have seen that the f 2s ’s and the f
2
s
′
’s are in (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ), that they are
right uniform elements, and that each f 2s
′
is in q j∈T1 f 1j I .
We note that if s ∈ T2 with s = (i, q) and g2j is the end relation of q, then there are paths
p and q ′ such that tippath( f 1i )p = q ′ tip(g2j ). We have seen that tippath( f 2s ) = tippath( f 1i )p.
Let i∗ = tipcoord( f 1i ). Then tippath( f 1i )p occurs in the i∗-th component of f 2s viewed as an
element of ql∈T0 f 0l R. On the other hand, if s = (i, q) ∈ U2 with q having end relation g2j , then
there is path z such that q = tippath( f 1i )z tip(g2j ). We see that tippath f 2s ′ = tippath( f 1i )z tip(g2j )
in the tipcoord( f 1i ) coordinate of qi∈T0 f 0l R.
Next we show that { f 2s }s∈T2 ∪ { f 2s ′}s∈U2 is right tip-reduced. Suppose not. Since { f 1j } j∈T1
is right tip-reduced, it is clear that { f 2s }s∈T2 and { f 2s ′}s∈U2 are both right tip-reduced sets.
Suppose that, for some s ∈ T2 and s′ ∈ U2, tipcoord( f 2s ) = tipcoord( f 2s′
′
) and tippath( f 2s )
left divides tippath( f 2s′
′
). Let s = (i, q) and s′ = (i ′, q ′). We see that either tippath( f 1i ) left
divides tippath( f 1i ′ ) or vice versa. In either case, since { f 1j } is right tip-reduced, we conclude that
i = i ′. But then, since tippath( f 2s ) left divides tippath( f 2s′
′
), we conclude that the end relation of
q appears before the end relation of q ′ which contradicts property (3) of the definition of X (q ′).
Hence tippath( f 2s ) does not left divide tippath( f
2
s′
′
). A similar argument shows that tippath( f 2s′
′
)
does not left divide tippath( f 2s ). We conclude that { f 2s }s∈T2 ∪ { f 2s ′}s∈U2 is right tip-reduced.
Since { f 2s }s∈T2 ∪ { f 2s ′}s∈U2 is right uniform right tip-reduced, the submodule generated by
this set can be written as (qs∈T2 f 2s R)q (qs∈U2 f 2s ′R) by Proposition 6. It remains to show that
{ f 2s }s∈T2 ∪ { f 2s ′}s∈U2 generates (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ). We have already proved that
(qs∈T2 f 2s R)q (qs∈U2 f 2s ′R) ⊆ (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ).
Suppose that { f 2s }s∈T2 ∪ { f 2s ′}s∈U2 does not generate (qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ). Let x ∈
(qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ) such that tip(x) is minimal with respect to the property that x /∈
(qs∈T2 f 2s R) q (qs∈U2 f 2s ′R). Since x is in qi∈T1 f 1i R and since f 1i ’s are tip-reduced, it follows
that tip(x) = tip( f 1i )p for some i in T1 and some path p. On the other hand, x is in qi∈T0 f 0i I ;
hence tip(x) = εi∗q tip(g2j )z for some j in T0 and some paths q and z. Thus tippath(x) =
tippath( f 1i )p = q tip(g2j )z. For all possible g2j ’s such that tip(x) = εi∗q tip(g2j )z, choose j such
that q has minimal length. Either tip(g2j ) overlaps tippath( f
1
i ) or not.
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If they do overlap, then there exists an l in T2 such that tip( f 2l )z = tip(x). Since the tip of
x − c f 2l z is smaller than tip(x) for some c in k, the difference x − c f 2l z is in (qs∈T2 f 2s R) q
(qs∈U2 f 2s ′R). This is a contradiction.
If tip(g2j ) does not overlap tippath( f
1
i ), then there is some l inU2 such that tip( f
2
l
′
)z = tip(x)
for some path z in Q. An argument similar to that above leads to a contradiction. This completes
the proof. 
Example 9. We continue Example 2. First we use the order >1. Let Λ = kQ/I where I is
generated by ab − cd and be. Let M = v1Λ/r, where r is the Jacobson radical of Λ. It is
immediate that, M , as a right R-module, has a projective presentation
0→ aR q cR H1−→ v1R→ M → 0,
where H1(a) = a and H1(c) = c. Recall that G = {ab − cd, be, cde}. Let g21 = ab − cd , g22 =
be, and g23 = cde. Then tip(g21) = ab, tip(g22) = be and tip(g23) = cde. Let f 01 = v1, f 11 = a
and f 12 = c. We see that T1 = {1, 2}. We find T2 = {(i, q) | i ∈ T1 and q ∈ O(tippath( f 1i ))}
and U2 = {(i, q) | i ∈ T1 and q ∈ N (tippath( f 1i ))}. First note that X (tippath( f 11 )) = X (a) =
{ab} = O(a) and X (tippath( f 12 )) = X (c) = {cde} = O(c). Hence T2 = {(1, ab), (2, cde)} and
U2 = ∅. For (1, ab) we calculate f 11 b − v1g21 = ab − v1(ab − cd) = cd = f 12 d. Therefore
f 2(1,ab) = f 11 b − f 12 d = ab − cd . Similarly we see that f 2(2,cde) = f 12 de = cde. Thus we have
f 2(1,ab)R q f 2(2,cde)R H
2−→ f 11 R q f 12 R
with H2( f 2(1,ab)) = f 11 b − f 12 d and H2( f 2(2,cde)) = f 12 de.
If we change the order to >2, we still have f 01 = v1, f 11 = a and f 12 = c. But nowG = {ab − cd, be} with tip(ab − cd) = cd and tip(be) = be. The reader may check that
T2 = {(2, cd)}, U2 = {(1, abe)}, f 2(2,cd) = f 11 b − f 12 d = ab − cd , f 2′(1, abe) = f 11 be = abe, and
f 2(2,cd)R q f 2
′
(1, abe)R
H2−→ f 11 R q f 12 R,
where H2( f 2(2,cd)) = f 11 b − f 12 d and H2( f 2′(1, abe)) = f 11 be.
4. Constructing resolutions
This section is devoted to constructing a projective resolution of a module over a quotient of
a path algebra using the main step of the previous section.
Let M be a right Λ-module and suppose that we have an R-presentation of M of the form
0→ (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) H
1−→ qi∈T0 f 0i R pi−→ M → 0, (1)
where the f 0i ’s, f
1
i ’s and f
1
i
′
’s are right uniform elements, each f 1i
′
is in qi∈T0 f 0i I , and
{ f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is right tip-reduced.
In the previous section we showed how to construct f 2i ’s and f
2
i
′
’s such that
(qi∈T1 f 1i R) ∩ (qi∈T0 f 0i I ) = (qi∈T2 f 2i R)q (qi∈U2 f 2i
′
R)
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and
0→ (qi∈T2 f 2i R)q (qi∈U2 f 2i ′R) H
2−→ qi∈T1 f 1i R→ Ω1Λ(M)→ 0
is an exact sequence of right R-modules, where Ω1Λ(M) is Ker(qt0i=1 f 0i R/qt0i=1 f 0i I → M).
From our construction,
(i) H2 is an inclusion map,
(ii) the elements f 2i and f
2
i
′
are right uniform,
(iii) each f 2i
′
is in qi∈T1 f 1i I , and
(iv) the set { f 2i }i∈T2 ∪ { f 2i ′}i∈U2 is right tip-reduced.
Replacing M by Ω1Λ(M), we may view the f
1
i ’s as f
0’s and the f 2i ’s as f
1’s and, applying our
main step, we may construct elements f 3i and f
3
i
′
in qt2i=1 f 2i R so that
(qi∈T2 f 2i R) ∩ (qi∈T1 f 1i I ) = (qi∈T3 f 3i R)q (qi∈U3 f 3i
′
R)
and
0→ (qi∈T3 f 3i R)q (qi∈U3 f 3i
′
R)
H3−→ qi∈T2 f 2i R→ Ω2Λ(M)→ 0
is an exact sequence of right R-modules with Ω2Λ(M) being the module Ker(qt1i=1 f 1i R/ qt1i=1
f 1i I → Ω1Λ(M)),
(i) H3 is an inclusion map,
(ii) the elements f 3i and f
3
i
′
are right uniform,
(iii) each f 3i
′
is in qi∈T2 f 2i I , and
(iv) the set { f 3i }i∈T3 ∪ { f 3i
′}i∈U3 is right tip-reduced.
Repeating the above procedure, we obtain for n ≥ 2 elements f ni and f ni ′ in qtn−1i=1 f n−1i R so
that
(qi∈Tn−1 f n−1i R) ∩ (qi∈Tn−2 f n−2i I ) = (qi∈Tn f ni R)q (qi∈Un f ni ′R)
and
0→ (qi∈Tn f ni R)q (qi∈Un f ni ′R) H
n−→ qi∈Tn−1 f n−1i R→ Ωn−1Λ (M)→ 0
is an exact sequence of right R-modules withΩn−1Λ (M) being the module Ker(qtn−2i=1 f n−2i R/qtn−2i=1
f n−2i I → Ωn−2Λ (M)),
(i) Hn is an inclusion map,
(ii) the elements f ni and f
n
i
′ are right uniform,
(iii) each f ni
′ is in qi∈Tn−1 f n−1i I , and
(iv) the set { f ni }i∈Tn ∪ { f ni ′}i∈Un is right tip-reduced.
Since each f ni is in ql∈Tn−1 f n−1l R, we may write
f ni =
∑
l∈Tn−1
f n−1l h
n−1,n
li
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for some elements hn−1,nli in R. Let
Ln = ql∈Tn f nl R/ql∈Tn f nl I.
Let vni be the vertex in Q such that f
n
i v
n
i = f ni . We see that Ln is isomorphic to qi∈Tnvni Λ for
all n ≥ 0; hence it is a projective Λ-module. Define en+1 : Ln+1 → Ln by en+1( f n+1i ) equals
f nj h
n,n+1
j i in the component of L
n corresponding to f nj . Now applying Theorem 1 we conclude
that the resolution (L, e)
· · · en+1−−→ Ln en−→ Ln−1 en−1−−→ · · · e1−→ L0 −→ M −→ 0
is a projective Λ-resolution of M . We call (L, e) the resolution associated with (1).
Example 10. We now continue Example 9. Under the ordering >1 we have f 01 = v1, f 11 = a,
f 12 = c, f 21 = f 11 b − f 12 d , and f 22 = f 12 de. We find the f 3i ’s. Write T2 as {1, 2}. Then
tip( f 21 ) = (b, 0) and tip( f 22 ) = (0, de) in f 11 R q f 12 R. Hence X (tippath( f 21 )) = X (b) = {be}
and X (tippath( f 22 )) = X (de) = ∅. Thus T3 = {(1, be)} and U3 = ∅. For (1, be), we calculate
f 21 e − f 11 g22 = f 11 be − f 12 de − f 11 be = − f 12 de = − f 22 .
Hence f 31 = f 21 e + f 22 and we get
f 31 R
H3−→ f 21 R q f 22 R,
where H3( f 31 ) = (e, v5). The reader may check that T4 = ∅ = U4. The induced resolution for
M over Λ, by our algorithm, is
0→ v5Λ
(
e
v5
)
−−−→ v4Λq v5Λ
(
b 0−d de
)
−−−−−→ v2Λq v3Λ ( a c )−−−→ v1Λ→ M → 0,
since, for example, f 31 R/ f
3
1 I ' v5Λ and f 21 R/ f 21 I ' v4Λ.
For the order >2 the reader may check that T3 = ∅ = U3 and the induced resolution for M
over Λ is
0→ v4Λ
(
b−d
)
−−−→ v2Λq v3Λ ( a c )−−−→ v1Λ→ M → 0.
We note that the resolution for the ordering>2 is minimal whereas the resolution for the ordering
>1 is not minimal. This example shows that the constructed resolution is dependent on the choice
of the admissible order, since both the Gro¨bner basis for I and the tips are order dependent. An
algorithmic method for minimizing a nonminimal projective resolution of a finite dimensional
module over a finite dimensional quotient of a path algebra is given in Feustel et al. (1993); Green
et al. (2001).
In the next section we discuss some algorithmic aspects of the above construction. Wemention
that a special case of the results can be found in Anick (1986); Anick and Green (1987), where
M is a simple module of the form vR/J and v is a vertex.
We end this section by providing sufficient conditions for the constructed resolution to have
the property that each Ln is finitely generated.
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Proposition 11. Let Λ = R/I , where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Suppose that there is an
admissible order > on B such that the Gro¨bner basis for I with respect to > is finite. Let M be
a right Λ-module, which, as a right R-module, has a presentation
0→ (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) H
1−→ qi∈T0 f 0i R pi−→ M → 0 (2)
with T0 and T1 finite sets, where H1 is an inclusion, { f 1i }i∈T1 and { f 1i ′}i∈U1 are right uniform and
right tip-reduced sets, and the f 1i
′
’s are inqi∈T0 f 0i I . Then there is a projective resolution (L, e)
of M as a Λ-module associated with (2) with the property that each Ln is finitely generated.
Proof. Let G be a finite Gro¨bner basis of uniform elements for I . Since T1 and G are finite sets,
it follows that for each f 1i there are only a finite number of g
2
j such that tippath( f
1
i ) overlaps
tip(g2j ). It follows that T2 is also a finite set. Inductively we conclude that each Tn is a finite set
for all n ≥ 0. 
Note that in the previous result the set U1 can be infinite. The next result shows that if M is
finitely presented as a right R-module, then all the sets T0, T1 and U1 can be chosen to be finite
in (2).
Proposition 12. Let Λ = R/I , where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Let M be a right Λ-module
which, as a right R-module, is finitely presented. Suppose that there is an admissible order > on
B such that the Gro¨bner basis for I with respect to > is finite. Then there is a presentation of
the form (1) such that the resolution (L, e) associated with (1) has the property that each Ln is a
finitely generated Λ-module.
Proof. Every projective right R-module is of the form qi∈Ivi R, where I is an index set and
each vi is a vertex in Q0 (Green, 2000). Since R is a hereditary algebra and since M is a finitely
presented right R-module, we have a presentation of the form
0→qn1i=1wi R
ϕ−→ qn0i=1vi R→ M → 0,
where each of the vi ’s and wi ’s is a vertex in Q0. Let hi = ϕ(wi ), which is a right uniform
element for all i = 1, . . . , n1. Right tip-reduce the set {h1, . . . , hn1}, and break the elements into
two sets { f 11 , . . . , f 1t1} and { f 11
′
, . . . , f 1u1
′} so that each f 1j ′ is inqn0i=1vi I . Finally set t0 = n0 and
f 0i = vi for i = 1, . . . , t0. Thus we obtain the following presentation
0→ (qi∈T1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) H
1−→ qi∈T0 f 0i R pi−→ M → 0
of M as a right R-module, where the f 0i ’s, f
1
i ’s, and f
1
i
′
’s are right uniform elements, both T0
and T1 are finite sets, and the set { f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is right tip-reduced.
We now apply Proposition 11 to obtain our desired result. 
The previous result raises the question: Which right Λ-modules are finitely presented as
right R-modules? The next result shows that all finite dimensional right Λ-modules are finitely
presented as right R-modules.
Proposition 13. Let Λ = R/I , where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Let M be a finite dimensional
right Λ-module. Then M, as a right R-module, is finitely presented. Furthermore, if I has a
finite Gro¨bner basis, then there is a presentation of the form (1) such that the resolution (L, e)
associated with (1) has the property that each Ln is a finitely generated Λ-module.
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Proof. Let M be a finite dimensional right Λ-module. It is enough to show that M is a finitely
presented right R-module. Let A be the right annihilator of M as a right R-module, and let
Γ = kQ/A. Then the k-algebra Γ is finite dimensional, and M is a finitely generated right
Γ -module. Let {mi }t0i=1 be a finite set of right uniform generators for M as a Γ -module, and
suppose that { f 0i }t0i=1 is a set of vertices in Q such that mi f 0i = mi for all i = 1, . . . , t0. Since Γ
and M are finite dimensional, there is a projective Γ -presentation
qdi=1wiΓ →qt0i=1 f 0i Γ → M → 0,
for some vertices wi in Q and for some positive integer d. We also have an exact sequence of
right R-modules
0→ K →qt0i=1 f 0i R→ M → 0.
It can be seen that (qdi=1wi R)q (qt0i=1 f 0i A) maps onto K . To show that K is finitely generated
as an R-module, we need to show that qt0i=1 f 0i A is finitely generated. By Green (1999) A has a
finite Gro¨bner basis with respect to any admissible order. FromGreen (2000, Proposition 7.1) and
the fact that Γ is finite dimensional, it follows thatqt0i=1 f 0i A is finitely generated. This shows that
M is a finitely presented right R-module. The final statement follows from Proposition 12. 
For finite dimensional algebras Λ = kQ/I , we have the following consequence, since I has a
finite Gro¨bner basis with respect to any admissible order (Green, 1999).
Corollary 14. Let Λ = kQ/I be a finite dimensional algebra. Then any finitely generated right
Λ-module has a projective Λ-resolution (L, e) which can be constructed as above with each Ln
finitely generated. 
5. Algorithmic aspects
In this section we discuss computational questions related to the construction presented in the
previous sections. Our goal is to clarify when we have actual (finite) algorithms for constructing
projective resolutions of modules over quotients of path algebras and to provide an overview of
the algorithms needed. More precisely, let Q be a quiver, I an ideal in R = kQ, and Λ = R/I .
Suppose M is a right Λ-module. We wish to find conditions such that, given a positive integer N ,
there is an algorithm based on the construction in the earlier sections whose output is a projective
Λ-resolution
LN
eN−→ LN−1 −→ · · · −→ L0 −→ M −→ 0.
We also discuss the input for such an algorithm.
There are two conditions needed; one on the ideal I and one on the module M . We begin with
the condition on the ideal I . Let > be an admissible order on B, and G a tip-reduced Gro¨bner
basis for I with respect to > consisting of uniform elements. The construction of G, given a
finite set of generators of I , is discussed in Green (1999). For there to be a finite algorithm for
constructing G, we must assume that G is finite. As noted earlier, if R/I is finite dimensional
over k, then there is finite tip-reduced Gro¨bner basis for I consisting of uniform elements. We
actually need something stronger than the existence of a finite Gro¨bner basis.
Let
rtG = {pg | p /∈ tip(I ), g ∈ G, if r tip(g′)s = p tip(g),
for some g′ ∈ G, r, s ∈ B, then s ∈ Q0 and g = g′}.
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It is shown in Green (2000) that rtG is a right uniform, right tip-reduced, right Gro¨bner basis
for I . If rtG is infinite, we will not in general have a finitely terminating algorithm to right tip-
reduce sets needed in the construction. For this reason, we need to assume that rtG is finite. Of
course, rtG being finite implies that G is a finite set. The following result provides necessary and
sufficient conditions for rtG to be finite. The proof is left to the reader.
Proposition 15. Let Λ = R/I where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Assume that G is a tip-reduced
Gro¨bner basis for I consisting of uniform elements. Let A be the ideal in R generated by tip(I )
and B be the left ideal in R generated by tip(I ). Then rtG is finite if and only if B/AB is finite
dimensional.
We see that rtG is finite if R/I is finite dimensional over k, with | rtG| ≤ dimk(Λ) · |G| since
dimk(Λ) = dimk(R/A) and B/AB is a finitely generated left R/A-module generated by tip(G).
Furthermore, it is easy to construct examples with Λ being infinite dimensional and rtG being
finite.
We now consider the class of modules for which we have an algorithm for constructing a
projective resolution. Let Λ = R/I and let M be a right Λ-module. Since∑v∈Q0 v = 1, we see
that M has a projective presentation as a right Λ-module of the form
qi∈IwiΛ ϕ−→ qi∈I ′viΛ→ M → 0, (3)
where I and I ′ are index sets and each of the vi ’s and wi ’s is a vertex. The assumption on M
that we need is that the index sets I and I ′ in (3) are finite. The existence of I and I ′ finite is
equivalent to saying that M is a finitely presented Λ-module. The next result is fundamental to
the existence of an algorithm.
Proposition 16. Let Λ = R/I where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Assume that G is a tip-reduced
Gro¨bner basis for I consisting of uniform elements and assume further that rtG is finite. Let M
be a right Λ-module such that M has a projective presentation as a Λ-module of the form (3)
with I and I ′ finite sets. Then, there is an algorithm whose input is (3) and output is nonnegative
integers t0, t1, and u1 and a projective presentation of M as an R-module
0→ (qt1i=1 f 1i R)q (qu1i=1 f 1i
′
R)
H1−→ qt0i=1 f 0i R→ M → 0,
where
(1) H1 is an inclusion map,
(2) the f 0i ’s, f
1
i ’s and f
1
i
′
’s are right uniform elements,
(3) f 1i
′ ∈ qt0i=1 f 0i I , for all i = 1, . . . , u1, and
(4) { f 1i }t1i=1 ∪ { f 1i
′}u1i=1 is right tip-reduced.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exist nonnegative integers t0 and d, vertices wi , for i = 1, . . . , d,
and vertices v j , for j = 1, . . . , t0, such that there is an exact sequence of right Λ-modules
qdi=1wiΛ
ϕ−→ qt0j=1viΛ
pi−→ M → 0.
For j = 1, . . . , t0, let f 0j = v j . We see that the surjection pi : qt0j=1 f 0i Λ → M induces a
surjection ψ : qt0j=1 f 0i R → M with kernel K , where ψ( f 0i ) = pi( f 0i ). It follows that there is
a surjection µ : (qdi=1wi R) q (qt0j=1 f 0i I ) → K since the kernel of qt0j=1 f 0i R → qt0j=1 f 0i Λ is
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qt0j=1 f 0i I . The surjection µ can be obtained algorithmically as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , d,
let ϕ(wi ) = xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,t0) ∈ qt0j=1 f 0i Λ. Note that, f 0i xi,l = xi,l is in f 0i Λ for each i and
l. Choose right uniform elements hi,l ∈ R such that hi,l = xi,l and hi,l = f 0i hi,l . (Of course,
computationally, using Gro¨bner basis theory, one is representing the xi,l as some hi,l already!)
Let hi = (hi,1, . . . , hi,t0) inqt0i=1 f 0i R. By our assumptions, each f 0i I is a finitely generated right
R-module since the nonzero elements in f 0i rtG form a right Gro¨bner basis of f 0i I .
We have that {hi }di=1 ∪ { f 0i rtG}t0i=1 is a finite right uniform generating set for K . Let
{ f ∗i }d
∗
i=1 be a right tip-reduced, right uniform set obtained by right tip-reducing the set {hi }di=1 ∪
{ f 0i rtG}t0i=1. Then { f ∗i }d
∗
i=1 is a right tip-reduced and right uniform generating set for K and
K = qd∗i=1 f ∗i R by Proposition 6. Since right tip-reduction is algorithmic, and right tip-reduction
of a right uniform set remains right uniform, taking the f 1i ’s to be those f
∗
i ’s not in qt0j=1 f 0j I
and the f 1i
′
’s to be those f ∗i ’s in qt0j=1 f 0j I , the result follows. 
For the remainder of this section, we let Λ = R/I where R = kQ for some quiver Q and
assume that G is a tip-reduced Gro¨bner basis for I consisting of uniform elements. Let M be
a right Λ-module. We keep the following two assumptions. First, we assume that rtG is finite.
Second, we assume that M has a projective presentation as a Λ-module of the form (3) with I
and I ′ finite sets.
By Proposition 16, there is an algorithm, which we call LiftPresentation, whose input is a
projective Λ-presentation of M of form (3) with I and I ′ finite, and whose output is nonnegative
integers t0, t1, and u1 and a projective presentation of M as an R-module
0→ (qt1i=1 f 1i R)q (qu1i=1 f 1i
′
R)
H1−→ qt0i=1 f 0i R→ M → 0,
where
(1) H1 is an inclusion map,
(2) the f 0i ’s, f
1
i ’s and f
1
i
′
’s are right uniform elements,
(3) f 1i
′ ∈ qt0i=1 f 0i I , for all i = 1, . . . , u1, and
(4) { f 1i }t1i=1 ∪ { f 1i
′}u1i=1 is right tip-reduced.
Let T be some finite set, for i ∈ T , let { fi }i∈T be a set of right uniform elements
in R. If h1, . . . , hm, h1′, . . . , hn ′ is a right tip-reduced, right uniform subset of qi∈T fi R
and x ∈ (qmi=1hi R) q (qni=1hi ′R) is right uniform, let FirstPart be the algorithm that
takes as input x , {h1, . . . , hm}, and {h1′, . . . , hn ′} and outputs ∑mi=1 hiri where x =
(h1r1, . . . , hmrm, h1′s1, . . . , hn ′sn) where the ri and si are uniform elements of R. Note that
FirstPart is an algorithm, since the ri ’s and the si ’s can be obtained by right tip-reducing x by
{h1, . . . , hm, h1′, . . . , hn ′}.
If {h1, . . . , hm} is a right uniform, right tip-reduced subset of qni=1 fi R where { fi } is a
right uniform, right tip-reduced set, let CreateMatrix be the algorithm with input {h1, . . . , hm}
and { f1, . . . , fn} and output the n × m matrix (hi, j ) with uniform entries given by h j =
( f1h1, j , . . . , fnhn, j ). Note that inCreateMatrixwriting h j = ( f1h1, j , . . . , fnhn, j ) can be done
algorithmically by right tip-reducing h j by the set { fi }ni=1.
We now give an algorithmic description of the construction of a projective resolution of a
module M given in the preceding sections. We are given a field k, a quiver Q, an admissible
order > on B, and a finite generating set F for an ideal I in kQ. Set R = kQ and Λ = kQ/I .
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We find a tip-reduced reduced Gro¨bner basis of uniform elements for I with respect to > and
compute rtG which must be finite. We also use the sets O(p) and N (p) defined in Section 3. We
note that, by the assumption that rtG is a finite set, therefore X (p) is a finite set and hence both
O(p) and N (p) are finite sets.
We input M in the algorithm as a matrix. In particular, suppose that
qdi=1wiΛ
ϕ−→ qt0i=1viΛ→ M → 0
is a projective Λ-presentation of M . Then we represent M as the matrix (si j )
t0,d
i=1, j=1, where
ϕ(w j ) = (s1 j , . . . , st0 j ). Note that si j is in viΛw j .
INPUT: Nonnegative integers N , t0 and d , vertices v1, . . . , vt0 , w1, . . . , wd , and a t0× d-matrix
D whose (i, j)-th entry is in viΛw j .
OUTPUT: For 0 ≤ n ≤ N , nonnegative integers tn and un , { f in }tni=1, { f in ′}uni=1 and, if n ≥ 1,
hn−1,na,b for 1 ≤ a ≤ tn−1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ tn as in Section 2.
1. Set u0 = 0. LiftPresentation(D) outputs t0, t1, u1, { f 0i }t0i=1, { f 1i }t1i=1, { f 1i
′}u1i=1.
CreateMatrix({ f 1i }t1i=1,{ f 0i }t0i=1) outputs (h0,1i, j ).
2. Set j = 1.
3. While ( j < N )
3.1 Let T j+1 = {(i, q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ t j , and q ∈ O(tippath( f ji )} and t j+1 = |T j+1|. Choosing
(i, q) ∈ T j+1, one at a time, indexing by l = 1, . . . , t j+1, output
f j+1l = f ji p − FirstPart(( f ji p − εi∗cq ′g2u), { f ji }, { f ji
′}),
where q = tippath( f ji )p = q ′ tip(g2u) and c = coefficient of tip( f
j
i )
coefficient of tip(g2u)
in k.
3.2 Let U j+1 = {(i, q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ t j , and q ∈ N (tippath( f ji )} and u j+1 = |U j+1|. Choosing
(i, q) ∈ U j+1, one at a time, indexing by l = 1, . . . , u j+1, output
f j+1l
′ = f ji zg2u,
where q = tippath( f ji )z tip(g2u).
3.3 CreateMatrix({ f j+1i }
t j+1
i=1 ,{ f ji }
t j
i=1) outputs (h
j, j+1
a,b ).
3.4 j + 1← j .
The above algorithm outputs the f ni ’s, the f
n
i
′’s and the hn,n−1j i ’s. Next we note that reducing an
element x of R by G uses a noncommutative division algorithm (Green, 1999). The output of this
algorithm is called the normal form of x , which we denote by NormalForm(x). We now obtain
the desired first N steps of a projective Λ-resolution of the cokernel of ϕ : qdi=1wiΛ→qt0i=1viΛ
for the algorithm above as follows. Since each f ij is right uniform, we let v
i
j be the vertex
so that f ij = f ij vij . For n = 0, . . . , N , let Ln = qtni=1vni Λ and, for n = 1, . . . , N , define
en : Ln → Ln−1 by en(vni ) is NormalForm(hn−1,nj,i ) in the vn−1j -th component.
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 17. Let Λ = R/I where R = kQ for some quiver Q. Assume that G is a tip-reduced
Gro¨bner basis for I consisting of uniform elements and assume further that rtG is finite. Let M
be a right Λ-module such that M has a projective presentation as a Λ-module of the form
qi∈IwiΛ ϕ−→ qi∈I ′viΛ→ M → 0
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with I and I ′ finite sets.
Then there is an algorithm for constructing a projective resolution of M over Λ associated
with the R-presentation obtained by our algorithm LiftPresentation.
6. Resolutions of linear modules over Koszul algebras
In this section we modify our construction to produce minimal projective resolutions of
linear modules over Koszul algebras. We obtain an algorithm to do this and point out that the
assumption that the Gro¨bner basis is finite is no longer needed. For completeness, we provide
some background.
Recall that if R = kQ and I is an ideal generated by length homogeneous elements, then the
length grading on R induces a positive Z-grading on Λ = R/I ; namely, Λ = Λ0qΛ1qΛ2q· · · ,
where Λ0 is isomorphic to a finite product of copies of k. Let r = qi≥1Λi , which is the graded
radical of Λ. In this section we are interested in the category of graded Λ-modules with degree
0 homomorphisms. If M is a graded right Λ-module, then M has a minimal graded projective
Λ-resolution (L, e), where minimal means that en(Ln) ⊆ Ln−1r for all n ≥ 1. We say that
(L, e) is a linear resolution and that M is a linear module if, for each n ≥ 0, the graded
module Ln is finitely generated in degree n. The algebra Λ is a Koszul algebra if Λ0 is a linear
right Λ-module. Koszul algebras were introduced in Priddy (1970) and we refer the reader to
Belinson et al. (1996) and Green and Martı´nez-Villa (1996, 1998) for further details. Recall that
J denotes the ideal in kQ generated by the arrows.
Theorem 18. Let Λ = kQ/I be a Koszul algebra with I in J 2, and let M be a linear right
Λ-module. Suppose that a start of a minimal projective linear resolution
qt1i=1wiΛ→qt0i=1viΛ→ M → 0
is given for M, where vi and wi are vertices in Q and t0 and t1 are positive integers.
(a) Then there exists a projective presentation
0→ (qt1i=1 f 1i R)q (q j∈U1 f 1j
′
R)
H1−→ qt0i=1 f 0i R
pi−→ M → 0
of M as a right R-module, where the elements { f 0i }i∈T0 are vertices, the sets { f 1i }i∈T1 and
{ f 1i ′}i∈U1 are right uniform and right tip-reduced and contained in qt0i=1 f 0i R, and can be
chosen such that every coordinate of each f 1i as an element inqt0i=1 f 0i R is a sum of elements
of length 1 in R and each f 1i
′
is in qi∈T0 f 0i I .
(b) There is an algorithm for constructing a finite set of elements { f 2i }i∈T2 in qt1i=1 f 1i R with
f 2i =
∑t1
l=1 f 1l rl for some linear elements rl in R such that
qi∈T2 f 2i R/qi∈T2 f 2i I e
2−→ qt1i=1 f 1i R/qt1i=1 f 1i I → Ω1Λ(M)→ 0
is a start of a minimal projective linear resolution of Ω1Λ(M), where Ω
1
Λ(M) is
Ker(qt0i=1viΛ→ M) and the map e2 is induced by the inclusionqi∈T2 f 2i R ↪→qt1i=1 f 1i R as
in our earlier construction.
Proof. (a) The presentation
qt1i=1wiΛ→qt0i=1viΛ→ M → 0
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of M gives rise to the exact sequence
0→ K ϕ−→ qt0i=1vi R→ M → 0
of right R-modules. Then K is a projective R-module which maps onto Ω1Λ(M). It is easy to see
that the natural map qt1i=1wi R → Ω1Λ(M) is a projective cover in the category of graded right
R-modules with degree 0 homomorphisms; hence there are degree 0 maps α : qt1i=1 wi R → K
and β : K →qt1i=1wi R such that βα = idqt1i=1wi R . In particular
K = Imα q Kerβ ' (qt1i=1wi R)q Kerβ.
Sinceqt0i=1vi I is the kernel of the mapqt0i=1vi R→qt0i=1viΛ, we have that Kerβ is contained
in qt0i=1vi I . As Kerβ is a projective R-module, there are vertices {w′i }i∈U ′1 in Q0 for some index
set U ′1 such that Kerβ ' qi∈U ′1w′i R.
Now let
f 0i = vi for i = 1, . . . , t0,
h1i = ϕα(wi ) for i = 1, . . . , t1
and
h1i
′ = ϕ(w′i ) for i ∈ U ′1.
Since wi and w′i are vertices in Q, the elements h01 and h1i
′
are clearly right uniform. Right tip-
reduce each of the sets {h1i }t1i=1 and {h1i
′}i∈U ′1 , and denote the results as { f 1i }
t1
i=1 and { f 1i
′}i∈U1 ,
respectively. The elements are still right uniform.
Since the map α has degree zero and M is a linear Λ-module, each of the coordinates of the
elements { f 1i }t1i=1 as elements in qt0i=1 f 0i R is a sum of elements of length 1 in R. The elements
{ f 1i ′}i∈U1 are in qt0i=1 f 0i I , so that each of the coordinates of an element f 1i
′
as an element of
qt0i=1 f 0i R is a sum of elements of length at least 2 in R. This completes the proof of (a).
(b) First we look at the construction of the f 2i ’s given in Section 3. By linearity, all the
coordinates of the elements f 2i occurring in a minimal projective linear resolution of M as
elements in qt0i=1 f 0i R are sums of elements of length 2 in R. Since I is generated by length
homogeneous elements of degree 2, there is a tip-reduced uniform Gro¨bner basis consisting of
length homogeneous elements of degree at least 2. An element g2j of degree d in G, occurring
in the construction of a f 2i , gives rise to a homogeneous f
2
i of degree d. Tip-reduction does
not change the degree, so that to obtain all the f 2i ’s to continue the minimal projective linear
resolution of M , we only need to consider the elements of degree 2 in G. There are only a finite
number of such elements, since G is tip-reduced.
Let s = (i, q) be in T2. Then there is a j such that
q = tippath( f 1i )p = q ′ tip(g2j )
for some paths p and q ′, and g2j in G is the end relation of q , where tip(g2j ) and tippath( f 1i )
overlap. Suppose tip(g2j ) is a path of length 2. It overlaps tippath( f
1
i ); hence p must be a path
of length 1 (an arrow), and q ′ is a vertex. The element f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j is in (qi∈T1 f 1i R) q
(q j∈U1 f 1j ′R) with c = coefficient of tip( f
1
i )
coefficient of tip(g2j )
in k, but since the set { f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is not
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necessarily right tip-reduced there is no apparent algorithm for expressing f 1i p−εi∗cq ′g2j in this
direct sum. Since all the coordinates of this element have degree 2 as an element in qi∈T0 f 0i R,
an element f 1i
′
of degree at least 3 does not occur in this expression, so that we only need to
consider the f 1i
′
’s of degree 2. Since there are a finite number of paths of length 2 and since the
set of elements of homogeneous degree 2 in { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is right tip-reduced, there are only a finite
number of such elements. Say they are { f 1i ′}i∈U1(2) for some set finite U1(2).
In the construction in Section 3 of f 2s we are assuming that the set { f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 is
right tip-reduced. In our case we only have that each of the sets { f 1i }t1i=1 and { f 1i
′}i∈U1(2) is
right tip-reduced, but not necessarily the union. A tip of an f 1j
′
cannot reduce a tip of an f 1i by
length arguments. So in right tip-reducing the set { f 1i }i∈T1 ∪ { f 1i ′}i∈U1 the elements { f 1i }i∈T1
stay unchanged, while the elements { f 1i ′}i∈U1 might change. We need only the elements obtained
from the set { f 1i ′}i∈U1(2). Denote these new elements by {f1i ′}i∈U1(2)′ for some finite set U1(2)′,
where we record how f1i
′
is expressed in terms of f 1j ’s and f
1
j
′
’s. Furthermore the right tip-
reduction of some f 1i
′
is obtained by subtracting elements of the form d f 1i a, where a is an arrow
and d is in k and elements of the form d f 1j
′
, where j is in U1(2) and d is in k. Therefore each f1i
′
is still homogeneous of degree 2.
When constructing f 2s for s = (i, q) in T2 we can algorithmically find a presentation
f 1i p − εi∗cq ′g2j =
∑
l∈T1
f 1l rl +
∑
l∈U1(2)′
f1l
′
sl
for some elements rl and sl in R. The left hand side has all coordinates being sums of elements
of length 2. If some path of length at least 2 occurs in some rl , then tippath(
∑
l∈T1 f
1
l rl)
is equal to tippath(
∑
l∈U1(2)′ f
1
l
′
sl). As we have seen before, this contradicts the fact that
{ f 1s }s∈T1 ∪ {f1s ′}s∈U1(2)′ is right tip-reduced. By length arguments no vertex can occur in any
rl . Hence each rl is a sum of elements of length 1 and each sl is a vertex. Substituting f1s
′
with
the expressions in f 1j ’s and f
1
j
′
’s, we obtain as before
f 2s = f 1i p −
∑
l∈T1
f 1l r
′
l = εi∗cq ′g2j +
∑
l∈U1(2)
f 1l
′
s′l
for some linear elements r ′l in R and some elements s′l in R of degree 0, and therefore all the
coordinates of f 2s as elements in qt0i=1 f 0i R are sums of elements of length 2.
Now let x be a homogeneous element of degree 2 in (qt1i=1 f 1i R)∩(qt0i=1 f 0i I ), where tip(x) is
smallest possible such that x is not in qi∈T2 f 2i R. Hence x =
∑t1
i=1 f 1i bi =
∑t0
i=1 f
0
i g
2
ji
, where
bi is a sum of elements of length 1 in R and g2ji is a homogeneous element of degree 2 in G.
Then tip(x) = tip( f 1i bi ) = f 0l tip(g2jl ) for some i and some l. Then tip(x) is equal to tip( f 2j )
for some j in T2. By the choice of x the element x − c f 2j is in qi∈T2 f 2i R, for some element c in
k. Hence all homogeneous elements of degree 2 in (qt1i=1 f 1i R) q (qt0i=1 f 0i I ) are in qi∈T2 f 2i R.
Therefore we have constructed all f 2i ’s of degree 2, and by construction the elements { f 2i }i∈T2
are right uniform and right tip-reduced. These elements give rise to the minimal projective cover
of Ω2Λ(M). Then there is a natural map qi∈T2 f 2i R/qi∈T2 f 2i I → Ω2Λ(M), which is a projective
cover. Then we have a start of a minimal projective linear resolution of Ω1Λ(M)
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qi∈T2 f 2i R/qi∈T2 f 2i I e
2−→ qt1i=1wiΛ→ Ω1Λ(M)→ 0,
since the elements p and r ′l are linear elements. The construction of the map e2 is the same as
that in Section 3. 
To see that the above arguments actually give rise to an algorithm, we first note that one need not
right tip-reduce the whole set {h1i ′}i∈U1 , which maybe infinite. We only need to right tip-reduce
those elements of homogeneous degree 2 in this set. This subset of {h1i ′}i∈U1 can be chosen to
be finite, since the subspace of elements of homogeneous degree 2 of each vi I has basis the
elements of homogeneous degree 2 of vi rtG, which is a finite set. We are also not assuming that
the Gro¨bner basis G is finite. But we only need the homogeneous elements of degree 2 in G,
which is a finite set and may be computed by right tip-reducing a set of right uniform generators
of I . It follows that the construction of the elements f 2s of homogeneous degree 2 is algorithmic.
We remark that there is another method for constructing the f 2i ’s of homogeneous degree
2. Namely, let A be the k-span of { f 1i a | i = 1, . . . , t1, a ∈ Q1} and B be the k-span of
{ f 0i g | g ∈ G and length of g = 2}. Then one may use linear algebra to find a basis {b1, . . . , bt2}
of A ∩ B. Viewing the bi ’s as elements in qt0i=1 f 0i R, the set { f 2i }t2i=1 can be found by right tip-
reducing {bi }t2i=1. This may be a faster way of finding the f 2i ’s than the method presented in the
above proof.
In general the construction in Section 4 does not produce a minimal projective resolution of a
linear module. The algorithm of this section differs from the algorithm in Section 3 in that one
only considers elements of a Gro¨bner basis of length 2 when constructing T2. We illustrate this
in the following example.
Example 19. We continue with Example 10. We note that Λ is a Koszul algebra and that
M = v1Λ/r is a linear module. We saw that the resolution constructed by the algorithm in
Section 4 gave a nonminimal projective resolution of M for the ordering >1. For this ordering,
recall that the Gro¨bner basis G = {ab − cd, be, cde} for I . Referring back to Example 9 in
Section 3 we now construct T2 using the algorithm described above; that is, only using ab − cd
and be from G. In this way we only produce f 21 as in Example 9. We obtain the same resolution
as in Example 10 for the ordering >2 in this way, and hence producing a minimal projective
resolution of M over Λ.
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